Pollinator Dichotomous
*
Key Activity Directions

PREPARATION
• Print / Laminate Pollinator Cards & Pollinator Facts (all are one-sided).
• Print / Laminate Pollinator Map

*Depending on your location and environment, you will need wire stakes (for grass) or packing tape (for floor) to secure the laminated Pollinator Cards in place and painters or lab tape (to create the connections between cards).

SET-UP
Arrange Pollinator Key Cards in order shown. Affix securely with packing tape or stakes using painters or lab tape to create the connected lines. Note: The order must be followed, but the shape of the Map Key can be altered to suit space.

DIRECTIO NS
• Have participants stand on the START card.
• Provide each participant with a Pollinator Map to follow and help them determine what kind of Pollinator they are.
• At the end of the clues share with them some of the fun facts about that Pollinator from the Pollinator Facts Sheet and show them the photo of their Pollinator.

Example of Map Key
Set-up Map

Arrange Pollinator Key Cards in order shown. Affix securely with packing tape or stakes.
Note: The order must be followed, but the shape of the Map Key can be altered to suit space.